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Moderator: Ladies and gentlemen good day and welcome to the J. Kumar 

Infraprojects Conference Call with the analysts to discuss recent developments 

in the company hosted by Edelweiss Securities Limited. As a reminder, all 

participant lines will be in listen-only mode and there will be an opportunity for 

you to ask questions after the presentation concludes. Should you need 

assistance during the conference call, please signal an operator by pressing “*” 

then “0” on your touchtone phone. Please note this conference is being 

recorded. I now hand the conference over to Mr. Parvez Qazi of Edelweiss 

Securities. Thank you and over to you Sir! 

Parvez Qazi: Good afternoon friends. On behalf of Edelweiss Securities, I 

welcome you all to conference call of J. Kumar Infraprojects. Today we have 

with us from the management side, Mr. Kamal Gupta, Managing Director of the 

Company, Mr. Nalin Gupta, Managing Director of the Company, and Mr. Arvind 

Gupta, the CFO of the Company. I would now hand over the call to the 

management for their opening remarks. Over to you Sir! 

Kamal Gupta: Good afternoon all. This is Kamal Gupta. We are aware that this 

concall is because of this SEBI development. I would like to state that we have 

recently sometime back released a press release. So I will just go through that 

for everybody’s information. 

 It goes like the whole time member of SEBI has passed an Interim Order dated 

September 28, 2018 in which it has recorded certain prima facie findings 

against the Company on the basis of some prima facie materials. This Order is 

not a Final Order and SEBI vide the said order has asked the Exchange to 

appoint an independent forensic auditor to conduct the forensic audit of the 

Company for the limited transactions as recorded in the order. 

 All the documents, which were asked by SEBI, were duly provided by the 

Company except certain documents, which were more than eight years old and 

so were not in possession of the Company. From the Order it is clear that the 

Company is not a shell company and it will have no consequences or embargo 

on the liquidity of the trading of the Company on the Stock Exchange and the 

Order shall have no consequences on the trading in the scrip of the Company. 

 As has been recorded in the order, National Stock Exchange of India Limited 

has also submitted a positive representation to SEBI stating that Company is 

compliant with LODR Regulations and Company's shares should be allowed to be 

traded on its platform. 

 The Company is taking legal advice in the matter and Management of the 

Company is confident that findings of the Order will be set aside upon proper 

appreciation of the facts and circumstance by SEBI. 

 Thank you. So this is the press release what we have given sometime back, 

which is already on the exchange sites. 
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 We will just go ahead further to clear all the doubts and questions of 

everybody. I hand over the lines to you Parvez. 

Moderator: Thank you very much Sir. Ladies and gentlemen we will now begin 

the question and answer session. We have the first question from the line of 

Dhruv Agarwal from Crescita Investment Management Private Limited. Please 

go ahead. 

Dhruv Agarwal: Good afternoon Sir. Sir my question, I will ask about two to 

three questions. One of the thing is that does this all of this affect in anyway the 

work that is being carried out by the company on the different metro lines that 

are being carried out by you in Mumbai? 

Kamal Gupta: No, this will not affect in anyway any of the ongoing work and 

for the future work as well. 

Dhruv Agarwal: Okay that is one thing. Sir regarding this forensic audit what 

is the timeline, now who will appoint the auditor, how much time will it take for 

him to audit and is there any guideline being given by the SEBI in this matter? 

Kamal Gupta: There is no guideline given on the timeline. So the exchange will 

appoint it, but like usually I think it take a month or two months or so 

minimum, so there is no communication on that right now. 

Dhruv Agarwal: So to appoint the forensic auditor it will take one to two 

months is that what you are saying? 

Kamal Gupta: This is what we feel. 

Dhruv Agarwal: Sir regarding this SEBI order I think the last time when we 

were categorized a shell company and then after that we made all the appeals 

and then ultimately we were removed from that place. From that time until now 

all of these investigations were taking place, so why did from the company there 

were no notifications being filed regarding the matter on the BSE website or the 

NSE website if you could update on that please? 

Nalin Gupta: If you look at the information we were been posting everything 

time-to-time and the last communication that we had made was in February 

around seven, eight months back. So there was no communication made by us 

after February, which is around eight months back, last communication was 

made in February. 

Dhruv Agarwal: So after that SEBI or none of the other investigating agencies 

they have not made any communication to you regarding this matter? 

Nalin Gupta: No, absolutely not, so that is the reason we had been always 

mentioning that we have not been informed about any developments till date. 

Dhruv Agarwal: Thank you so much. 

Moderator: Thank you. We have next question from the line of Sandeep Nag 

from Ashmore. Please go ahead. 

Sandeep Nag: The question I had was, so what are your lawyers suggesting 

now, what is the course of action going forward one? Second is can you appeal 

to the SAT for this against the forensic audit? 
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Kamal Gupta: Yes, first of all we are already discussing with our lawyers and 

senior counsel, so like right now what we are doing is we are making 

representation before SEBI and we will try to convince them on all the issues 

raised. We are also in touch with our lawyers and we are working on all options 

open. They are also suggesting one settlement proceedings are there and like 

SAT is there as what you are saying, so all these options are open, we are just 

taking some time to think and finalize on that Mr. Sandeep. So we will adopt the 

best course of action in due course. 

Sandeep Nag: So settlement is something that is on the table right, because 

some of these things can drag on for way too long, but that is something you 

guys also considering right? 

Kamal Gupta: Yes it is right because it is better to buy peace of mind, so like 

what will be best suitable Sandeep. So we are working on all these options like 

SAT and settlement proceedings and applying everything. 

Sandeep Nag: Thanks a lot. 

Moderator: Thank you. We have next question from the line of Shravan Shah 

from Dolat Capital. Please go ahead. 

Shravan Shah: Sir let us assume there is a forensic audit, so what would be 

the financial implications of forensic audit if assuming SEBI whatever they are 

saying is proved to be right? 

Kamal Gupta: Well, if you look at this the entire transaction is related to three 

years and the income that the company has got from this is hardly to the tune 

of 3 Crores, 3.5 Crores. So that is the thing and also which also due taxation 

procedure and everything has been complied. So there is no shortfall anything 

from J. Kumar side in anyway. 

Shravan Shah: No I am trying to understand that I have gone through the 

entire 55 pages and in two or three meetings you and your lawyer were saying 

that or we are opposing forensic audit. So let us assume that if forensic audit is 

there and then you are saying that there will not be any financial implications or 

to be on the other side there will not be any impact in terms of the legal or 

maybe ban in other ongoing projects or any kind of things which can affect our 

ongoing things or do we have to provide any provisions or anything which can 

have financial implications first of all and any other legal implications which can 

affect our ongoing business? 

Kamal Gupta: As we had clarified Shravan before also, this order of SEBI is 

categorically restricted to the issue of the particular contract. It is not an open 

forensic audit, or it is not related to as a general. So it is typical transaction 

related audit, number one. Number two it has nothing to do with our ongoing or 

future works not even the trading by J. Kumar’s promoters because there were 

some rumours that J. Kumar’s promoters cannot trade, so there is no such 

restriction in any sort. So there is total of course this order is not a very 

pleasing thing for anybody of us, but it has nothing to do with the present and 

future operations of the company or any financials of the company, it is only 

related to its specific transaction of that two three years, which is eight years 
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old back transaction. 

Shravan Shah: In that case there are seven to eight points where even we 

have submitted our course of action or the required documents, but SEBI on 

each and every point has given a contra view that we have not provided 

sufficient documents or let me put it in point wise there is a genuineness 

authenticity of contract and subcontract where SEBI clearly said that the 

contract or the agreement entered between us and PACL and us and the 

subcontractor are not on stamp paper and also we have signed on the last page 

and the subcontractor have not even signed on that thing. Second thing is in 

this case we have got only 2% or 3% kind of a profit margin, which is against 

have a normal 15%, 16% kind of a profit margins so that is not in the 

commercial nature, second is in terms of invoices there are same invoices for 

the same date, same number invoices are there that you have submitted to the 

SEBI and in terms of the internal working papers also and also in terms of the 

books of account or work completion certificate where we are following the 

percentage completion method and we are saying that this is not books of 

accounts where the SEBI clearly have indicated in terms of the sections of 

particular companies act that even to maintain this kind of a records is also part 

of books of accounts and there was a lack of evidence for the actual work being 

carried out. What I am trying to say its whatever the point SEBI has to raise 

they have raised we have also represent on that and despite that the SEBI has 

given a direction for the forensic audit. So now what is our course of action in 

the sense how we convince the SEBI that there should not be a forensic audit 

and second why we are even opposing the forensic audit when we are clear that 

we have not done anything wrong then let us even we should have gone 

previously also and we should have accepted the forensic audit then the actual 

thing should have come to everybody? 

Kamal Gupta: Firstly like some of the points that I noted while you were 

speaking is that the work audit not stamped or something like this. I would like 

to specify that when there is a contract between a government and a private 

body there is supposed to be a stamp paper duly signed and notarized and all 

that stamp duty paid and everything, but whenever we also take up any job and 

we give it to a subcontractor that is into a private industry like J. Kumar takes 

up a job from government and gives the job to an excavation contractor or a 

RMC manufacturer or something like that, there is no need to takes on a plain 

letterhead or on a white piece of paper which is generated from ERP and 

purchase order or a work order, which is not notarized, which is not stamp duty 

paid and which is not be norm as per the contracting thing, which is required 

that is number one. 

 Number two with respect to margins that you are saying margin is altogether a 

different system of operation. All your contracts do not work with the same set 

of margin. It is not a cyclostyle note. Some contracts they have very good 

margins, some it is a business strategy, it is a business call that the 

management has to take. In 2008 to 2011 period if you look at the period that 

was a period when the infrastructure industry was on the slowdown, there was 
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no EPC jobs that was coming up, that is the period in 2010 that the company 

entered in to different states of Gujarat, Rajasthan, Delhi, Lucknow and we 

started taking up jobs because we are not in to BOT and PPP jobs only pure 

EPC. So that is the reason why we entered into it and which does not require 

any marking. 

 With regards to margin when you are speaking up firstly when I do not have to 

do anything, I am still making something maybe 1%, maybe 2%, but still I was 

making something I was not losing anything. So that was the important part 

and when we see as a whole many a times in our certain contracts like Delhi we 

had there was a learning cost. So we did not make fantastic margins there, but 

the overall margin if you talk of we made good margins. So some places there 

are 2%, some places they were 20% so it is averaging. With respect to invoice 

numbers they were all clerical mistakes which can happen this number if you 

write the same number somewhere I think you will appreciate that it is not any 

fraudulent practice for that. With regards to internal working it is our own 

working document that is a document which is our bread and butter, which is 

not known to even our finance department what we do, it is a very closely held 

item and which we should destroy once the contract is awarded, because it has 

got no relevance after that. Once you bag then the contract becomes the 

guiding factor for your costing. 

 With regards to completion certificate again it is not a requirement in a private 

sector. If I take up a job from any private company, I cannot use it in a 

government department to show that it is my worked on certificate whereas in 

government it is a compulsion for us to get our new jobs so that is the reason 

why we were not so very keen or any private certificates to be taken up. With 

regards to your question of appointing, still we have taken that certificate. The 

acknowledgement, which was time-to-time of the work done on the interim 

payment this certificate, has already given that the work is completed by J. 

Kumar that is number one. With regards to forensic audit J. Kumar never had 

any issue why forensic should not be conducted. The whole idea was when you 

are not at fault we were opposing the prima facie point of appointing any 

auditor or any fraudulent practice from J. Kumar’s side. If SEBI wants and if it 

feels necessary it can surely go up for a forensic and we basically objected it for 

shell company point, which was raised to us and even in the NSE also clarified 

that J. Kumar has done all the compliance under LODR and that is why it has 

been under kept under operation for trading. So we never had any issue with 

forensic even now we will try to protect that we should not be levied because we 

are correct and still if the Honorable SEBI feels that no, we want to appoint they 

are more than welcome to come in to the forensic audit. 

Shravan Shah: Thank you Sir. 

Moderator: Thank you Mr. Shah. We have next question from the line of Vibhor 

Singhal from Phillip Capital. Please go ahead. 

Vibhor Singhal: Good afternoon Sir. Thanks for taking my question. Sir two 

questions from my side. Sir one is I think as you mentioned that there is no 

impact to the present and the future business of the company because of this 
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case, I think what my understanding is that it is not just that the company that 

the SEBI is acting upon us that we probably had some revenues and there is 

some unpaid tax on that. I think what they are trying to hint here is that we 

misrepresented the financials and we quoted some revenue, which was probably 

never there if I can quote what they said is to whether these contracts were 

never taken to be executed and we kind of misrepresented the financials. In 

that and they have also held us accountable for violation of Companies Act 

Section 2 and Section 209 as well. So what I understand is what we are looking 

to implicate here is that we are not following those practices under the 

Companies Act and probably misrepresenting the revenues in which case again, 

it is a long drawn thing I am sure this is just an interim order I understand the 

final order might not come for a long, long period of time, but any development 

on this side from their side might actually cause many of the awarding bodies 

that we have from whom we have orders to actually maybe even stop giving us 

new orders or maybe cancel the new orders it might actually also stop our 

lenders from giving us more money to be able to execute the contract do not 

you see that risk in this entire episode that SEBI is come up with? 

Kamal Gupta: Mr. Singhal if you look at this point, there was the 

representation or the misappropriation of accounts that we are talking of, if you 

look at the number it is not even 5% of the contract value of the topline of J. 

Kumar of 1000 Crores revenue and averagely say Rs.50 Crores as the revenues 

that we are discussing from this transaction is so meager that in such situation 

there was no need for the management had it been say something exorbitant 

figures there would have been an intention, there would have been a concern. 

In this case even if you remove a 50 Crore topline from 1000 Crores, 950 and 

1000 Crores does not really like much difference, I think you will appreciate that 

point and with regards to our contracting this is all things that has been we are 

talking about eight years back, eight to ten years, which is in the present 

scenario there are which there is no relevance to that because we are of right 

now every contract is given on the present topline of the company not ten years 

back. 

Vibhor Singhal: Sir I understand that it is a very small part of our overall 

revenue but does that revenue being small portion of the total revenue hold in 

the court of law. I do not think so the amount maters in the law. According to 

law if there is a practice, which they have found to be correct or incorrect it 

does not matter if it is 1 Crores or if it is 1000 Crores. What is being tried here 

is a allegation against our name and as you said that contract that we have 

been awarded have been awarded on the topline that we have currently right 

now that is a technical qualification, but before the technical qualification itself if 

there is basically a notice against the company remain that the company has 

been booked by SEBI or in violation of companies act would not that impact the 

clients as well? 

Kamal Gupta: There is no such clause available in the contract that we bid for 

in the government contract this is not a prima facie requirement number one. 

Number two, the point that we are discussing about this 1 Crores, 10 Crores I 
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fully appreciate your point, but had it been, if we were wrong, SAT would not 

have set aside the order by SEBI in a day or two’s time so the genuinity if thing 

has to be looked as an overall picture and not with one order of interim order 

that the SEBI has passed on we went to SAT and we got the order set aside in 

one days time means there is a merit in our case and this thing we will prove it, 

when the time records even now all the entries are by cheque there is no cash 

transaction that SEBI has, had it mean that SEBI has told that there is a cash 

transaction there is 50 Crores come in 25 Crores check entry has been passed 

there would have been an issue that you should have been concerned. This is a 

cheque entry which has come through PACL to us and us to a subcontractor, 

which is by cheque there is no means there is no in this appropriation of fund in 

any manner. So there is no reason for us to be really so much bothered and we 

will prove it that that the work had been given to us. We have given even the 

income tax department during the assessment they have clearly given a clear 

order in case of PACL transaction also that there is no misappropriation. 

Vibhor Singhal: Sir just couple of questions more from my side. You 

mentioned that many of the contracts that you signed with that have been 

signed between various private parties let us say even if it has a client or a 

subcontractor they are not signed on a notarized paper or a stamp paper and 

basically there are generally on a letterhead or on a plain piece of paper, so 

these kind of agreements will they ever hold in a court of law so tomorrow let us 

say it is… 

Kamal Gupta: Let us say surely they hold true because it has been issued by 

one party accepted by other party it is not any off-paper transaction only. As 

per the contract system if that is operated in the industry between two 

government party, between a government and a private party then it is a stamp 

duty requirement as per the contractor provision, but with regards to a private 

industry let it be J. Kumar, let it be any other contractor there is no such 

requirement of a mandatory requirement for getting the document stamped or 

notarized for a work order or purchase order this is so far has been the comfort 

of two transacting parties that is it, which is in writing duly stamped and signed, 

but on the companies fee not on any stamp duty or notarized. 

Vibhor Singhal: Right so Sir what I was trying to get was I know it is not a 

requirement, but tomorrow let us say if there is a contract that we are doing for 

a private company and if let us say on the completion of contract there is a 

disagreement between the two parties if the contract has not been signed on a 

stamp paper or a notarized paper and it is just on a plain piece of paper can you 

take that document to the court of law against the client? 

Kamal Gupta: I will tell you, Mr. Singhal if you see that if even MoU has been 

made a MOU which does not which is not means when you do a land deal or a 

real estate transaction or anything even in that even a MoU, which has not been 

stamped will still hold a legal standing and holds good in the court of law even 

here also when we are doing executions there are labour disputes, there are 

party disputes, which are being taken to arbitration or to such matter and which 

holds the value. Because it is a documented thing merely by paying stamp duty 
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it does not become legal or not legal. It will stand in the court of law Sir. 

Vibhor Singhal: So basically the contracts that we do for most of it with most 

of the private parties we never get our documents notarized or a stamp paper 

or what is the special case here? 

Kamal Gupta: Never. Since last 38 years Mr. Singhal we are doing this way but 

never this issue had come. 

Vibhor Singhal: Okay we have always done agreements on plain paper itself? 

Nalin Gupta: Always even now 2000 Crores topline we are doing that is not 

even I do not remember even one document being put on a stamp duty or a 

notarized paper that is what we were trying to explain SEBI through our lawyers 

and again we will put that thing with the current records. 

Kamal Gupta: As we understand not even the other big companies none of the 

companies except maybe some of I do not know but we have not heard that 

anybody does this the notarized in subcontracting. They do piling as a 

subcontract to various agencies because we are a specialized agency into pile 

foundation also at J. Kumar we never receive orders even from L&T, Afcons, 

Simplex any company on a stamp paper it is always on a plain paper or on a 

letterhead. 

Vibhor Singhal: Sir last question from my side. Sir whatever documents we 

had for the entire eight or ten years of what we had preserved we have already 

given those documents to SEBI, as I understand stay in our communications till 

February. So hereafter what is exactly what is the incremental evidence that we 

can give to SEBI, which will basically persuade them that they should not carry 

out a forensic audit, because they already have all the documents which we had 

and I do not think so we would have held back any documents we would have 

given them everything, if we have everything based on seeing that everything 

they have given us an order for an forensic audit. So is there a scope for not 

getting a forensic audit done for second part and second part as you mentioned 

are we actually looking to get a stay order on the forensic audit at all? 

Nalin Gupta: Yes, we have mentioned that we are exploring all the legal 

options that Mr. Kamal has already explained that we are looking, we are going 

to reply to SEBI, there is an option of going to SAT, there is an option of buying 

peace of mind to going in consentum, so all these options are into the pipeline. 

We are looking at because we have just got today we have got information 

about this. On this we will have to do due diligence and we have good lawyers 

on board, one of the number one senior counsel available for us so we will 

surely opt for one of the best options and if required we will also take the option 

of consentum because which is clearly available just to buy peace of mind and 

close this issue once and for all if required. So we need some time to take a 

conscious call on it. 

Vibhor Singhal: Sure Sir I appreciate that. Thanks a lot for taking my 

questions Sir. Wish you all the best. 

Moderator: Thank you very much Sir. We have next question from the line of 
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Vijay Shetty, Individual Investor. Mr. Shetty, please go ahead. 

Vijay Shetty: Sir is this call only with respect to SEBI or we can ask other 

questions? 

Nalin Gupta: Yes this concall is basically for this SEBI matter. We would 

appreciate if we can stick to this area, but if anything we can reply there is no 

issues Sir. 

Vijay Shetty: I had one question for SEBI is Sir you have raised Rs.200 Crores, 

Rs.300 Crores debt since the last SEBI order so will financing lines be affected 

or there is no problem on that? 

Nalin Gupta: There is no reason of getting affected Sir there is no issue. 

Vijay Shetty: Yes because you are already getting the fund. Thank you Sir. 

Moderator: Thank you Sir. We have next question from the line of Hiren Trivedi 

from Axis Securities. Please go ahead. 

Hiren Trivedi: Good afternoon Sir. Just a small question like in case that if you 

are going to opt for any settlement with SEBI or the agencies have you 

estimated what kind of expenditure that might involve or what is the settlement 

amount that you would have estimated is there any kind of estimates? 

Nalin Gupta: Our revenue was 3 Crores so what we have understood we are 

not clear but the maximum what goes up to is 1.25% of that so maybe around 

4 Crores to 4.5 Crores should be there but we are not clear on this we will of 

course take the opinions of our lawyers what is the liability and all if at all if you 

go for this consent settlement proceeding. 

Hiren Trivedi: Thank you. 

Moderator: Thank you Sir. We have next question from the line of Amit 

Jeswani from Stallion Asset. Please go ahead. 

Amit Jeswani: Kamal Ji. Thanks for the explanation to that. I just wanted to 

know that are the promoters looking to increase their stakes as we have a lot of 

talks that is available and you do had your trading limits on? 

Kamal Gupta: Amit this is right now a matter of firstly here we are going for 

firefighting for such issues, but yes for means whether we want to do creeping 

us something we will take a call about this factor also. This is also in our mind 

but looking at the current commitments that the company has for working 

capital and capex we need to take a conscious call, but yes we are thinking on 

that part also to some extent. 

Amit Jeswani: Sir do we need any more debt going forward? 

Kamal Gupta: Nothing major as such, Amit because the work which are been 

taken up or in pipeline and in full swing so with the mobilization advances, with 

the current debts and internal cash accruals we are able to really manage with 

this so any liquidity or any debt is not even major pipeline in our mind. 

Amit Jeswani: Thank you Mr. Kamal. Thank you so much. 

Moderator: Thank you. Thank you ladies and gentlemen, as there are no 
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further questions, I now hand the conference over to Mr. Parvez Qazi from 

Edelweiss Securities for closing comments. Sir over to you! 

Parvez Qazi: Thanks everyone for attending this call. We would also like to 

thank the management of J. Kumar Infra Projects for giving us this opportunity 

to host the call Kamal and Nalin Ji would you have any closing comments to 

make? 

Kamal Gupta: Thank you for joining us and as obviously we are very confident 

that in very short time we will be out of this and like we will satisfy SEBI also to 

put aside these orders. Thank you. 

Nalin J. Gupta: I would also just mention that we will not let our investors 

down. There are two issues of BMC and this which has happened and we have 

proved to be standing on our commitment, as the Directors of J. Kumar we had 

committed that BMC would not have any impact on the topline and order book 

of J. Kumar, which we proved to be correct and the order book has gone up 

from 3000 Crores to 10000 Crores with a good increase in bottomline. Here also 

we can really give you a firm commitment that we would not let our investors 

down and we will get it to. Thank you very much. 

Moderator: Thank you very much Sir. Ladies and gentlemen on behalf of 

Edelweiss Securities that concludes this conference call. Thank you for joining 

with us. You may now disconnect your lines. 
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This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any 

locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or 

which would subject ESL and associates / group companies to any registration or licensing requirements within such jurisdiction. The 

distribution of this report in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons in whose possession this report comes, should 

observe, any such restrictions. The information given in this report is as of the date of this report and there can be no assurance that future 

results or events will be consistent with this information. This information is subject to change without any prior notice. ESL reserves the 

right to make modifications and alterations to this statement as may be required from time to time. ESL or any of its associates / group 

companies shall not be in any way responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the 

information contained in this report. ESL is committed to providing independent and transparent recommendation to its clients. Neither ESL 

nor any of its associates, group companies, directors, employees, agents or representatives shall be liable for any damages whether direct, 

indirect, special or consequential including loss of revenue or lost profits that may arise from or in connection with the use of the 

information. Our proprietary trading and investment businesses may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the 

recommendations expressed herein. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance .The disclosures of interest 

statements incorporated in this report are provided solely to enhance the transparency and should not be treated as endorsement of the 

views expressed in the report. The information provided in these reports remains, unless otherwise stated, the copyright of ESL. All layout, 

design, original artwork, concepts and other Intellectual Properties, remains the property and copyright of ESL and may not be used in any 

form or for any purpose whatsoever by any party without the express written permission of the copyright holders.  

ESL shall not be liable for any delay or any other interruption which may occur in presenting the data due to any reason including 

network (Internet) reasons or snags in the system, break down of the system or any other equipment, server breakdown, maintenance 

shutdown, breakdown of communication services or inability of the ESL to present the data. In no event shall ESL be liable for any 

damages, including without limitation direct or indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages, losses or expenses arising in 

connection with the data presented by the ESL through this report. 

We offer our research services to clients as well as our prospects. Though this report is disseminated to all the customers simultaneously, not 

all customers may receive this report at the same time. We will not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their receiving this report.  

ESL and its associates, officer, directors, and employees, research analyst (including relatives) worldwide may: (a) from time to time, have 

long or short positions in, and buy or sell the Securities, mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such 

Securities and earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a market maker in the financial instruments of the subject 

company/company(ies) discussed herein or act as advisor or lender/borrower to such company(ies) or have other potential/material 

conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions at the time of publication of research 

report or at the time of public appearance. ESL may have proprietary long/short position in the above mentioned scrip(s) and therefore 

should be considered as interested. The views provided herein are general in nature and do not consider risk appetite or investment 

objective of any particular investor; readers are requested to take independent professional advice before investing. This should not be 

construed as invitation or solicitation to do business with ESL. 

 

 

 

Aditya Narain, Head of Research, aditya.narain@edelweissfin.com 
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ESL or its associates may have received compensation from the subject company in the past 12 months. ESL or its associates may have 

managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company in the past 12 months. ESL or its associates may have 

received compensation for investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services from the subject company in the past 12 

months. ESL or its associates may have received any compensation for products or services other than investment banking or merchant 

banking or brokerage services from the subject company in the past 12 months. ESL or its associates have not received any compensation 

or other benefits from the Subject Company or third party in connection with the research report. Research analyst or his/her relative or 

ESL’s associates may have financial interest in the subject company. ESL and/or its Group Companies, their Directors, affiliates and/or 

employees may have interests/ positions, financial or otherwise in the Securities/Currencies and other investment products mentioned in 

this report. ESL, its associates, research analyst and his/her relative may have other potential/material conflict of interest with respect to 

any recommendation and related information and opinions at the time of publication of research report or at the time of public 

appearance.  

Participants in foreign exchange transactions may incur risks arising from several factors, including the following: ( i) exchange rates can 

be volatile and are subject to large fluctuations; ( ii) the value of currencies may be affected by numerous market factors, including world 

and national economic, political and regulatory events, events in equity and debt markets and changes in interest rates; and (iii) 

currencies may be subject to devaluation or government imposed exchange controls which could affect the value of the currency. 

Investors in securities such as ADRs and Currency Derivatives, whose values are affected by the currency of an underlying security, 

effectively assume currency risk. 

Research analyst has served as an officer, director or employee of subject Company: No 

ESL has financial interest in the subject companies: No 

ESL’s Associates may have actual / beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company at the end of the month 

immediately preceding the date of publication of research report. 

Research analyst or his/her relative has actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company at the end of the 

month immediately preceding the date of publication of research report: No 

ESL has actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company at the end of the month immediately preceding the 

date of publication of research report: No 

Subject company may have been client during twelve months preceding the date of distribution of the research report. 

There were no instances of non-compliance by ESL on any matter related to the capital markets, resulting in significant and material 

disciplinary action during the last three years except that ESL had submitted an offer of settlement with Securities and Exchange 

commission, USA (SEC) and the same has been accepted by SEC without admitting or denying the findings in relation to their charges of 

non registration as a broker dealer. 

A graph of daily closing prices of the securities is also available at www.nseindia.com 

Analyst Certification: 

The analyst for this report certifies that all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect his or her personal views about the 

subject company or companies and its or their securities, and no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly 

related to specific recommendations or views expressed in this report.  

Additional Disclaimers 

Disclaimer for U.S. Persons 

This research report is a product of Edelweiss Securities Limited, which is the employer of the research analyst(s) who has prepared the 

research report. The research analyst(s) preparing the research report is/are resident outside the United States (U.S.) and are not 

associated persons of any U.S. regulated broker-dealer and therefore the analyst(s) is/are not subject to supervision by a U.S. broker-

dealer, and is/are not required to satisfy the regulatory licensing requirements of FINRA or required to otherwise comply with U.S. rules 

or regulations regarding, among other things, communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by 

a research analyst account. 

This report is intended for distribution by Edelweiss Securities Limited only to "Major Institutional Investors" as defined by Rule 15a-

6(b)(4) of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Act, 1934 (the Exchange Act) and interpretations thereof by U.S. Securities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC) in reliance on Rule 15a 6(a)(2). If the recipient of this report is not a Major Institutional Investor as specified above, 

then it should not act upon this report and return the same to the sender. Further, this report may not be copied, duplicated and/or 

transmitted onward to any U.S. person, which is not the Major Institutional Investor. 
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In reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Rule 15a-6 of the Exchange Act and interpretations thereof by the SEC in 

order to conduct certain business with Major Institutional Investors, Edelweiss Securities Limited has entered into an agreement with a 

U.S. registered broker-dealer, Edelweiss Financial Services Inc. ("EFSI"). Transactions in securities discussed in this research report should 

be effected through Edelweiss Financial Services Inc. 

 

Disclaimer for U.K. Persons 

The contents of this research report have not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and 

Markets Act 2000 ("FSMA").  

 

In the United Kingdom, this research report is being distributed only to and is directed only at (a) persons who have professional 

experience in matters relating to investments falling within Article 19(5) of the FSMA (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Order”); (b) 

persons falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order (including high net worth companies and unincorporated associations); and (c) 

any other persons to whom it may otherwise lawfully be communicated (all such persons together being referred to as “relevant 

persons”). 

 

This research report must not be acted on or relied on by persons who are not relevant persons. Any investment or investment activity to 

which this research report relates is available only to relevant persons and will be engaged in only with relevant persons. Any person who 

is not a relevant person should not act or rely on this research report or any of its contents. This research report must not be distributed, 

published, reproduced or disclosed (in whole or in part) by recipients to any other person.  

 

Disclaimer for Canadian Persons 

This research report is a product of Edelweiss Securities Limited ("ESL"), which is the employer of the research analysts who have 

prepared the research report.  The research analysts preparing the research report are resident outside the Canada and are not 

associated persons of any Canadian registered adviser and/or dealer and, therefore, the analysts are not subject to supervision by a 

Canadian registered adviser and/or dealer, and are not required to satisfy the regulatory licensing requirements of the Ontario Securities 

Commission, other Canadian provincial securities regulators, the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada and are not 

required to otherwise comply with Canadian rules or regulations regarding, among other things, the research analysts' business or 

relationship with a subject company or trading of securities by a research analyst. 

 

This report is intended for distribution by ESL only to "Permitted Clients" (as defined in National Instrument 31-103 ("NI 31-103")) who 

are resident in the Province of Ontario, Canada (an "Ontario Permitted Client").  If the recipient of this report is not an Ontario Permitted 

Client, as specified above, then the recipient should not act upon this report and should return the report to the sender.  Further, this 

report may not be copied, duplicated and/or transmitted onward to any Canadian person. 

 

ESL is relying on an exemption from the adviser and/or dealer registration requirements under NI 31-103 available to certain 

international advisers and/or dealers.  Please be advised that (i) ESL is not registered in the Province of Ontario to trade in securities nor 

is it registered in the Province of Ontario to provide advice with respect to securities; (ii) ESL's head office or principal place of business is 

located in India; (iii) all or substantially all of ESL's assets may be situated outside of Canada; (iv) there may be difficulty enforcing legal 

rights against ESL because of the above; and (v) the name and address of the ESL's agent for service of process in the Province of Ontario 

is: Bamac Services Inc., 181 Bay Street, Suite 2100, Toronto, Ontario M5J 2T3 Canada. 

 

Disclaimer for Singapore Persons 

In Singapore, this report is being distributed by Edelweiss Investment Advisors Private Limited ("EIAPL") (Co. Reg. No. 201016306H) which 

is a holder of a capital markets services license and an exempt financial adviser in Singapore and (ii) solely to persons who qualify as 

"institutional investors" or "accredited investors" as defined in section 4A(1) of the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore 

("the SFA"). Pursuant to regulations 33, 34, 35 and 36 of the Financial Advisers Regulations ("FAR"), sections 25, 27 and 36 of the 

Financial Advisers Act, Chapter 110 of Singapore shall not apply to EIAPL when providing any financial advisory services to an accredited 

investor (as defined in regulation 36 of the FAR. Persons in Singapore should contact EIAPL in respect of any matter arising from, or in 

connection with this publication/communication. This report is not suitable for private investors. 

Copyright 2009 Edelweiss Research (Edelweiss Securities Ltd). All rights reserved 

 

 

 


